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A paleogeographic reconstruction of southeastern California and southwestern Arizona at 10 Ma
has been made based on available geologic and geophysical data. Clockwise rotation of 39 ° has been
reconstructed in the eastern Transverse Ranges, consistent with paleomagnetic data from late
Miocene volcanic rocks, and with slip estimates for leR-lateral faults within the eastern Transverse
Ranges and NW-trending right lateral faults in the Mojave Desert. This domain of rotated rocks is
bounded by the Pinto Mountain fault on the north. In the absence of evidence for rotation of the San
Bematdino Mountains or for significant right slip faults within the San Bernardino Mountains, the
model requires that the late Miocene Pinto Mountain fault become a thrust fault gaining displacement
to the west. The Squaw Peak thrust system of Meisling and Weldon [1989] may be a western con-
tinuation of this fault system. The Sheep Hole fault bounds the rotating domain on the east. East of
this fault an array of NW-trending right slip faults and south-trending extensional transfer zones has
produced a basin and range physiography while accumulating up to 14 krn of right slip. This maxi-
mum is significantly less than the 37.5 km of right slip required in this region by a recent reconstruc-
tion of the central Mojave Desert [Dokka and Travis, 1990a]. Geologic relations along the southern
boundary of the rotating domain are poorly know, but this boundary is interpreted to involve a series
of curved strike slip faults and non-coaxial extension, bounded on the southeast by the Mammoth
Wash and related faults in the eastern Chocolate Mountains. Available constraints on timing suggest
that Quaternary movement on the Pinto Mountain and nearby faults is unrelated to the rotation of the
eastern Transverse Ranges, and was preceded by a hiatus during part of Pliocene time which fol-
lowed the deformation producing the rotation. The reconstructed Clemens Well fault in the Orocopia
Mountains, proposed as a major early Miocene strand of the San Andreas fault, projects eastward
towards Arizona, where early Miocene rocks and structures are continuous across its trace. The
model predicts a 14 ° clockwise rotation and 55 km extension along the present trace of the San
Andreas fault during late Miocene and early Pliocene time. Palinspastie reconstructions of the San
Andreas system based on this proposed reconstruction may be significantly modified from current
models.
INTRODUCTION
The interaction of extension and vertical-axis rotationina large-scale, distributed strike-slip fault
system dominates the Neogene geologic history of southern California [Luyendyk, 1989]. The plate
tectonic framework for the evolution of western North America [Atwater, 1970, 1988] predicts
1360+90 km of fight slip between the Pacific and North American plates since 30 Ma [Stock and
Molnar, 1988]. In view of the absence of geologic evidence for significant transform motion within
the continent before about 20 Ma [Powell and Weldon, 1992], a large part of this slip must be ac-
commodated by poorly documented offshore faults [Sedloek and Hamilton, 1991]. Since inception
of the San Andre.as Fault system between 20 and 18 Ma, a significant part of the transform motion
has been accommodated by distributed deformation within the continent [Atwater, 1970; Sedlock and
Hamilton, 1991; Powell and Weldon, 1992]. Much of this post-early Miocene deformation has been
partitioned to the San Andreas fault and other faults farther west. A small but significant part of the
Pacific-North American plate motion was accommodated by a distributed fault system east of the San
Andre.as fault in the Mojave-Sonoran desert and the southwestern Basin and Range province, re-
ferred to as the eastern California shear zone (Figure 1) [Atwater and Molnar, 1973; Atwater, 1988;
Dokka and Travis, 1990a, b].
Two major reconstructions of fault systems in southern California have recently been published.
Carter et al. [1987] and Dokka and Tmvis [1990a] proposed a reconstruction of the Mojave Desert
region consistent with available paleomagnetic and geologic data.This model predicts that strike-slip
faults and rotation within the central Mojave Desert and eastern Transverse Ranges have accommo-
dated cumulative fight slip of approximately 65 km since - 10 Ma. This deformation must be ac-
commodated by some combination of extension and strike-slip faulting in southeastern California
and adjacent Arizona. Smith [1977], Powell [1981a], Joseph et al. [1982], and Matti and Morton [in
press] reconstructed the southern San Andreas fault system without rotating the eastern Transverse
Ranges. These reconstructions require that the San Francisqulto-Fenner-Clemens Well [Crowell,
1975; Smith, 1977] fault, a hylx_thesized early trace of the San Andreas system, accumulated 90 to
170 km of fight slip between 20 and 12 Ma to match right slip on the southern part of the San
Andreas fault system with the consensus value of 315+10 km determined in central California
[Powell and Weldon, 1992].
This paper presents a palinspastic restoration of southeastern California in the late middle
Miocene consistem with the available geologic, paleomagnetic and geophysical data. The recon-
struction was produced by first identifying faults for which there is evidence of late Miocene to early
Plioeene activity (Figure 2). Geologic features were then matched as closely as possible across in-
dividual faults while minimizing the amount of misfit. Faults that truncate dated or presumed upper
Miocene or younger strata,or that have pronounced geomorphic expression have been used for this
reconstruction. Steep gravity gradients bounding gravity minima in basins between the ranges have
also been treated as faults. The regional geology and geophysical data set are outlined before detail-
ing the reconstruction. Specific predictions and geologic implications are described in the final sec-
tion.
REGIONAL GEOLOGY
Southeastern California (NE of the San Andreas fault) cart be divided into geologic domains
characterized differing assemblages of pre-Tertiary rocks ('Figure 4; mountain ranges referred to in
text are located in Figure 3). In the eastern Transverse Ranges Jurassic and Cretaceous granitoids
intrude thrust faults juxtaposing two assemblages of Proterozoie metamorphic rocks [Powell,
1981a,b, 1982]. To the east, these Proterozoie crystalline rocks are intruded by progressively
greater volumes of Triassic and Jurassic plutonic rocks, until the pre-Tertiary basement consists al-
most entirely of Triassic and Jurassic plutonie and metaplutonie rocks (Figure 4) [Dillon, 1975;
Tosdal et al., 1989; Barth et al., 1990]. Jurassic supracrustal rocks are associated with the plutonie
4rocksin severalplaces[Haxelet al., 1985; Howard and Allen, 1988], indicating that widely varying
levels of the Jurassic crust are presently exposed.
The northeastern part of the region is underlain by the McCoy Mountains Formation and Maria
fold and thrust belt, together referred to here as the Mafia belt. The McCoy Mountains Formation is
a thick section of Jurassic(?) and Cretaceous nonmarine elastic rocks [Harding and Coney, 1985;
Stone et al., 1987; Tosdal, 1988] that crops out in an areuate belt trending ENE in west-central
Arizona and WNW in California [Reynolds, 1988;/ennings, 1977]. The south-dipping McCoy
Mountains Formation overlies Jurassic volcanic rocks [Tosdal et al., 1989], which in turn overlie
Triassic(?) and Paleozoic sedimentary rocks in the northern Palen Mountains [Stone and Kelly,
1989]. Protemzoic and Mesozoic crystalline rocks in the Mafia fold and thrust belt have been em-
placed south or southwestward over strongly folded and sheared Paleozoic and Mesozoic metasedi-
ments that form a complex syrtelinorium with a moderately north-dipping hinge surface. A structural
culmination sel_arates the lower limb of this synclinorium from the base of the southward-dipping
Jurassic volcanic rocks and McCoy Mountains Formation to the south (Figure 4). lurassic plutons
intrude and are variably deformed in the Mafia fold and thrust belt, but are absent in the McCoy
Mountains Formation.
The boundary between the Maria belt and Jurassic-Triassic plutonic or Proterozoic metamorphic
assemblages exposed to the west and south is intruded by Cretaceous plutons to the west, and
marked by the south-dipping Mule Mountains thrust [Tosdal, 1988, 1990] to the south. Available
data indicate the Mule Mountains thrust is latest Cretaceous in age, and that it is probably superim-
posed on an older Mesozoic fault zone [Tosdal, 1990]. The Late Cretaceous Cadiz Valley batholith
[John, 1981; Calzia et al., 1986] (Figure 4 and 5) intrudes the western boundary of the Mafia belt in
the Little Maria and Coxcomb Mountains. Late Cretaceous plutons abundantly intrude Proterozoic
rocks of the eastern Transverse Ranges [Powell, 1981a, 1982], but are rare within the study area
east of the Cadiz Valley batholith and SE of the Little Chuckwalla Mountains (Figure 4).
The Orocopia Schist [Miller, 1944], an assemblage of meta-graywacke, greenstone, and
metachert of probable Jurassic oceanic origin [Haxel and Tosdal, 1986; Haxel et al., 1987], crops
out in tectonic windows through the Oroeopia-Chocolate Mountains thrust system in the Orocopia
Mountains and along the Chocolate Mountains anticlinorium (described below) [Crowell, 1975;
Dillon, 1975; Haxel et al., 1985]. Proterozoic and Triassic-Jurassic crystalline rocks of the eastern
Transverse Ranges tectonieaUy overlie the Orocopia schist along a composite fault system of several
ages, including possible Cretaceous burial structures (Chocolate Mountains thrust sensu stricto) and
early to middle Tertiary unroofing structures [Frost and Martin, 1983; Haxel et al., 1985; Haxel et
al., 1988; Richard, 1989; Jacobson, 1990; Richard and Haxel, 1991].
Oligocene and early Miocene volcanic rocks blanketed pre-Tertiary rocks over a broad area along
the lower Colorado River [Dillon, 1975; Crowe et al., 1979; Murray, 1981; Mayo, 1990; Sherrod
and Tosdal, 1991; papers in Chapter 3 of Sherrod and Nielson, in press]. They occupy the SW end
of a belt of mid-Tertiary volcanic outcrop that is continuous into central Arizona [Richard and
Sherrod, in press]. The volcanic rocks thin dramatically northward across a generally west-trending
boundary, which parallels the Chocolate Mountains anticlinorium and the Maria belt, between the
northern Kofa Mountains in Arizona and the Mule Mountains in C.alifomia [Sherrod and Tosdal,
1991]. Marker units found high in the thick southern sections overlap onto pre-Tertiary rocks north
of the boundary. Northward disappearance of Tertiary rocks across the Little Chuckwalla Mountains
and in the eastern Orocopia Mountains suggests that this boundary continued to the west. East of
the Little Chuckwalla and eastern Chocolate Mountains the early Miocene volcanic rocks were tilted
to the NE or SW during a major early Miocene extension event that affected the entire Mojave-
Sonoran desert region [Sherrod and Tosdal, 1991; Spencer and Reynolds, 1989]. In the Chocolate
Mountains and Oroeopia Mountains, the volcanic rocks are complexly deformed by NW-trending
folds, and faults in a variety of orientations ['Dillon, 1975; Crowell, 1975].
Tertiary(?) sedimentary breccia and megabreeeia crop out in the Palen Pass area, northern McCoy
Motmtains, central McCoy Mountains [Stone and Pelka, 1989], and between the Little and Big Maria
Mountains [Ballard, 1990]. A north-trending fauk in the central McCoy Mountains cuts similar
sedimentary breccia. Basalt dated at 6.2 Ma [Stone and Kelly, 1989] overlies sedimentary breccia in
the northern Palen Mountains. These breeeias postdate the uplift and exposure of the McCoy
Mountains Formation and the Late Cretaceous Cadiz Valley batholith. They are spatially associated
5with NW-trending faults that have fight separation, which may be early Miocene normal faults or late
Miocene strike-sUp faults.
The San Andreas fauk
The central San Andreas fault became active between 20 and 17 Ma [O'Day and Sims, 1986;
Graham et al., 1989; Powell and Weldon, 1992]. Powell and Weldon [1992] interpret that the San
Francisquito-Fenner-Clemens Well [Crowell, 1975; Smith, 1977] fault (see Figure 12 for recon-
structed configuration) was the southern continuation of the San Andreas fault at this time, and pro-
jeeted southeastward from the southern Orocopia Mountains with between 90 and 170 km of right
slip. Middle Miocene strata overlap the Fenner and San Francisquito segments of the San
Francisquito-Fenner-Clemens Well fault, which thus became inactive 12-13 Ma [evidence summa-
rized in Powell and Weldon, 1992, p. 446]. The active trace of the southern San Andreas fault sys-
tem became the San Gabriel fault at this time [Crowell, 1982; PoweU and Weldon, 1992]. This fault
was linked to the NW with the central San Andreas fault. To the SE, the San Gabriel fault was
probably linked with normal faults in the Gulf of California region, which was undergoing extension
starting between 12 and 10 Ma [Stock and Hodges, 1989]. Such a geometry would not require the
San Gabriel fault to have continued much to the SE beyond its present intersection with the San
Andreas fault. By 5 Ma, Baja California was fully transferred to the Pacific plate [Stock and
Hodges, 1989], and movement on the San Gabriel fault had essentially ceased [Crowell, 1982].
The SW boundary of the reconstruction presented here is the San Andreas fault system along the
northeastern margin of the Salton Trough. Slip on the active San Andreas fault is transferred south-
ward across the Salton Trough from the vicinity of the northeastern Chocolate Mountains [Crowell,
1981; Irwin, 1990]. Southeast of this transition the Sand Hills seismicity lineament [Lamen and
Reilinger, 1991] and Algodones fault [Olmstead et al., 1973] form the southeastern boundary.
Except at the northwestern end of its trace within the study area, the surface trace of this boundary is
entirely in Pliocene and younger sediments. The Sand Hills seismicity lineament and Algodones
fault are inferred to represent progressively abandoned traces of the San Anclreas fault [Larsen and
Reilinger, 1991], but also probably have significant components of normal slip related to the forma-
tion of the Salton Trough [e.g. Babcock, 1974; Olmstead et al., 1973]. The San Andreas system
along the southwestern boundary of the study area has accumulated about 160 km of right slip since
5-6 Ma [Dillon, 1975; Matti and Morton, in press]. Thus, the southwestern boundary of the recon-
struction is not the fault system that was active during the late Miocene. The orignial, late Miocene-
Pliocene boundary is now buried under younger sediments in the Salton Trough and obscured by
subsequent deformation in the San Gabriel Mountains. Because a detailed reconstruction of relation-
ships across the San Andre.as fault is beyond the scope of this paper, I have used a boundary approx-
imately along the SW margins of the present mountain ranges in the reconstruction.
l aer_. mmaw, z
The Chocolate Mountains anticlinorium is a discontinuous series of structural culminations that
extends from the eastern Chocolate Mountains in California to the Castle Dome Mountains in Arizona
[Haxel and Dillon, 1978; Haxel et al., 1985]. Outcrops of Orocopia Schist in the vicinity of the
Colorado River are associated with the basal part of the Tertiary section, but these are always in fault
contact with the schist. The distribution, but generally not the strike and dip, of these Tertiary rocks
indicates that the structural culmination was active after the inception of volcanism. The pattern of
structures in Tertiary volcanic rocks undergoes a dramatic change as the anticlinorium is approached
from the north in ranges in Arizona [Richard, 1989]. North of the anticlinorium, strata strike N to
NW, and dip NE in a series of relatively simple tilted blocks typical of those in regions affected by
early Miocene extension throughout the Basin and Range. Near the Chocolate Mountains anticlino-
riurn, strikes are generally more easterly, and the fault arrays become complex and difficult to gen-
eralize, but progressively older Tertiary volcanic rocks are predominant on the crest of the Chocolate
Mountains antielinorium. Along this crest the basal volcanic units are involved in W- to NW-trend-
ing folds. Innumerable faults disrupt the contact between Tertiary and pre-Tertiary rocks, but be-
cause short segments of intact depositional contact are commonly present (always with pre-Tertiary
6rocksin thehangingwall of theChocolateMountains'thnmO, these contact are essentially deposi-
tional contacts across which minor slip has accumulated [Sherrod and Tosdal, 1991]. Along the
Colorado River south of the anticlinorium, Tertiary strata strike NW and dip SW, again in a pattern
typical of early Miocene extended terranes.
The composite late Mesozoic(?) and Tertiary normal fault system that exhumed the Orocopia
schist [Haxel et al., 1985; Jaeobson, 1990; Richard and Haxel, 1991] is intruded by early Miocene
hypabyasal intnasive rocks in the Chocolate Mountains [Dillon, 1975; S. M. Richard and D. R.
Sherrod unpublished observations], Middle Mountains [Richard, 1989], and Castle Dome
Mountains [Grubensky and I-laxel, in press]. These faults are also overlapped by the conglomerate
of Bear Canyon [Dillon, 1975; Crowe, 1978; ], overlain in turn by basalt lavas of Black Mountain
which have yielded K-At dates of 13.4+2.6 Ma [Crowe, 1978] and 9.6_+ 1.8 Ma [Eberly and
Stanley, 1978]. Structures and facies patterns in early to middle Miocene volcanic rocks in the Trigo
Mountains are also continuous [Sherrod and Tosdal, 1991] and unbroken by continuous NW-trend-
ing structures (Figure 8, 10). A complex array of younger faults cuts conglomerate units similar to
the Bear Canyon conglomerate [Sherrod and Tosdal, 1991; Richard, unpublished mapping].
Presently, no faults east of the Sheep Hole fault in southeastern California are known to be active
[Fugro Inc., 1975, p. 122-125]. The east-trending Blue Cut, Smoke Tree Wash, Porcupine Wash,
and Pinto Mountain faults (Figure 2) cut Pleistocene(?) sediments in the eastern Transverse Ranges
[Hope, 1966; Powell, 1981a]. Seismicity in southeastern California is concentrated in the western
part of the eastern Transverse Ranges, particularly under the Little San Bernardino Mountains [Fuis
et al., 1977; Williams et al., 1990]. Many of the fault plane solutions indicate events on steeply
dipping, NE- to east-trending left-lateral faults, with near-horizontal T-axes trending WNW
[Williams et al., 1990].
GRAVITY AND PALEOMAGNETIC DATA
Short-wavelength negative isosmtie gravity anomalies are generally associated with thick accu-
mulations of low-density sediments [Jachens and Griseora, 1985]. Gravity maps can thus be used
to delineate young basins filled with relatively uneompacted sediments. Steep gravity gradients
along the margins of such basins are interpreted to indicate fault boundaries. The isostatic residual
gravity map of the lower Colorado River region [Madano et al., 1986], and the Bouguer gravity map
of the southeastern Mojave Desert [Rotstein et al., 1976] were used to identify young sedimentary
basins and probable faults bounding them. The locations of negative gravity anomalies greater than
25 mgal are shown in Figure 2 to indicate the probable locations of thick accumulations of uncom-
patted sediment.
Paleomagnetic data indicate clockwise declination anomalies from seven sites in the eastern
Transverse Ranges; three other sites produced uninterpretable results. Four of these sites yield con-
sistent results indicating an average of 41-+8 ° of clockwise rotation (Figure 2). Volcanic rocks that
have yielded K-Ar apparent ages as young as 10.2-+2.0 Ma are fully rotated [Carter et al., 1987].
Sites from the early Miocene Diligencia Formation of the Oroeopla Mountains [Crowell, 1975;
Crowell, in press] yielded results indicating 107 to 164 ° of clockwise rotation; these more extreme
apparent rotations are attributed to deformation associated with the adjacent Clemens Well fault
[Carter et al., 1987]. A clockwise declination anomaly from basalt flows dated at 6.2-+0.2 Ma in the
northern Palen Mountains [Stone and Kelly, 1989] is probably not representative of the entire Palen
Mountains. The analyzed flows in the Palen Pass area lie in a zone of complex deformation adjacent
to the Packard Well fault (Figure 5). The pattern of structure contours drawn on the base of the
basalt suggest that the flows are cut by minor north trending faults. Thus, the clockwise rotation
indicated by the paleomagnetic data from the northern Palen Mountains is here interpreted as the re-
suit of local deformation related to movement on the Packard Well fault. Basalt flows in the north-
easternmost Eagle Mountains [Carter et al., 1987] and correlative flows between the Eagle and
Coxcomb Mountains [13. Adams, written communication, 1991] show no declination anomalies.
These flows have yielded K-Ar whole-rock apparent ages of 7.8-+0.7 [Carter et al., 1987] and
4.5-_.0.3 [Calzia et al., 1986]; the younger age is considered more reliable.
Paleomagnetic data from volcanic rocks in the domain of NW-trending faults in the Mojave
Desert north of the Pinto Mountain fault are interpreted to indicate early Miocene (pre 18.5 Ma)
7clockwiserotationsof about 50 ° [Ross et al., 1989]. Outcrops of Peach Springs tuff [Young and
Brennan, 1974; Nielson et al., 1990] within this domain record small (<13 °) clockwise and coun-
terclockwise rotations from three sites. Declination anomalies > 10 ° from two of these sites are at-
tdbuted to local deformation related to adjacent faults [Wells and Hillhouse, 1989]. These data pre-
elude post-early Miocene rotation of NW-trending fault blocks north of the Pinto Mountain fault.
A series of paleomagnetic studies of volcanic rocks in southwestern Arizona and southeastern
California by students at San Diego State University [-Butterworth, 1984; Callian, 1984; Costello,
1985; Veseth, 1985] yielded inconclusive results that suggest the possibility of rotations in the region
near and south of the Chocolate Mountains antielinorium (Figure 6). A total of 34 localities were
drilled in upper Oligocene and Miocene volcanic rocks, generally with poor stratigraphie framework
to correlate units between sections. Typically 3-5 individual flow units were sampled at each local-
ity, too few to average secular variation. When site-mean directions for all localities ate plotted on a
map, those north of the eastern Chocolate Mountains scatter about the expected Miocene direction,
whereas those to the south are consistently deflected clockwise from the expected direction. The
volcanic rocks in the region sampled, including many of the sampled flows, typically dip NE and
SW due to early Miocene crustal extension [Shen'od and Tosdal, 1991]. Thus, if there was vertical
axis rotation, it occurred before the final tilting of the volcanic rock. In _, this inconclusive
data set suggests clockwise rotation in the region near the Chocolate Mountains anticlinorium, but if
real, the rotation occurred between early Miocene and middle Miocene. More work is necessary to
clarify this data set.
RECONSTRUCTION
Figure 7a shows the prolxxsed reconstruction of southeastern California and adjacent Arizona at
about 10 Ma. Polygons have been drawn to enclose blocks accounting for all area in the recon-
_mF_ed map. T_ae_, blocks have been displaced and rotated using the fault array and slips specified
gure z anct t avle 1 to prcrluce the configuration at about 4 Ma (Figure 7b), before Quaternary
deformation in the Pinto Mountains region. The locations of gaps indicates regions that have under-
gone extension, and overlaps indicate regions that have been contracted.
The fault array and rotations indicated by geologic and geophysical evidence described has been
palinspasfieally restored based on matching geologic features around a circuit from the Chocolate
Mountains, north through the Trigo and Dome Rock Mountains, NW along the Mafia Fold and
thrust belt, west through the Cadiz Valley batholith to the Pinto Mountains, then south through the
eastern Transverse Ranges. Because of the paucity of data in the Little Chuckwalla and we.stem
Chocolate Mountains area, and the geological discontinuities across the Chuckwalla Valley, the cir-
cuit does not close. Elucidation of geologic relations in this gap will serve as an important test of the
reeonstrueuon. I have assumed that the average strike of the NW-trending faults in the southeastern
Mojave Desert (N 145 ° E) represents the direction of shear across the entire deformation zone. Thus,
faults std.'king more westerly are expected to have a contractional component of displacement and
faults with more northerly strike an extensional component of displacement.
Chocolate Mountains re,on
The eastern Chocolate Mountains have been reconstructed by unslipping the east-trending
Mammoth Wash and Black Eagle faults as suggested by Dillon [1975, p. 206] (Figure 8, Table 1).
The Black Eagle fault curves to the NE to parallel N'E-trending faults in the eastern end of the
Chocolate Mountains [Dillon, 1975]. I hypothesize that the Mammoth Wash fault has a similar ar-
cuate trace beneath alluvium on the north side of the range. These NE-trending faults are interpreted
to connect with a N'E-trending fault system bounding the western side of the Cibola Basin SE of the
Palo Verde Mountains. As discussed below (eastern Transverse Ranges), the southeastern boundary
of the rotating eastern Transverse Ranges is located in the central Chocolate Mountains. The west-
ward fanning of fault orientation from NE to E in the eastern Chocolate Mountains (Figure 8) sug-
gests that the east-trending faults may have originated in a more northeasterly orientation and have
rotated to their present east trend as a result of late Miocene deformation. A sliver of Bear Canyon
conglomerate deformed within the Mammoth Wash fault zone attests to its young age. Extension in
theMilpitasWashbasinaccommodated left slip on these faults. As a result of slip on the areuate
Mammoth Wash and Black Eagle faults, as well as distributed deformation, I prolx_ that rocks
north of the Mammoth Wash fault have been rotated clockwise about 25 °, while rocks at the eastern
end of the Choc.olate Moun .t_ have not been rotated. Gaps and overlaps in this area in Figure To
are mosuy clue to reconstruction of distributed deformation using two discrete faults. The Mammoth
Wash and associated faults thus accommodated differential rotation, and escape of the eastern
Chocolate Mountains to the SE as the Milpitas Wash basin was formed.
The Picaeho-Peter Kane area is located between a NE-trending zone of left-slip and and north-
NW trending. .zo.ne .of ri.ght slip (Figure 8, 9). The pattern of structural culminations and troughs
along the antlclinorium m offset left-laterally about 3.5 km along the NE-trending Vinagre Wash fault
zone (Figure 9). Extensional transfer zones linking slip between the eastern Chocolate Mountains
and Peter Kane Mountain with the northeastern continuation of the Mammoth Wash fault have
formed small basins east and west of Midway Mountain. A similar zone of right slip, here named
the Laguna fault system, projects SSE from the southern Cibola Basin. A system of linked NW
trending right-normal oblique slip faults and north-trending normal faults has formed as series of
_ in the south.era Tri.go Mountains and picacho area (Figure 8). Northerly trending faults
juxtapose tsouse rormauon against older rocks of the Trigo Mountains at the northern end of this
zone [Sherrod and Tosdal, 1991]. Horizontal striations are abundant on NW-trending vertical minor
faults cutting the Bear Canyon conglomerate at its type locality in the southern part of the zone.
Maximum slip across the Laguna fault system has been estimated by assuming that the typical 20 °
maximum dip of Bear Canyon-like conglomerates in basins within the zone is representative of tilting
of all rocks along a NNE transect across the zone, and that normal faults bounding the basins were
originally vertical. With these assumptions, the extension is 6.5% across a zone 30 km wide [see
formulas in Wemieke and Burchfiel, 1982], or about 2 km, which must be equal to the strike-slip on
faults linking the basins. Distributed deformation across the wedge between the Vinagre Wash and
Laguna fault systems is probably responsible for the complex pattern of rock distribution and fault-
hag on all scales in the Picacho-Peter Kane area, but associated deformation has not significantly off-
set the trace of the Chocolate Mountains anficlinorium.
Linked strike-slip and extensional fault system on eastern boundary_
As summarized by Howard and Miller [1992], a number of NW-trending basins and ranges in
the southeastern Mojave Desert may be cut or bounded by right-lateral faults, but observed separa-
tions are imprecise and can generally be explained by either early Miocene normal faulting or late
Miocene-Plioeene right slip. As discussed below (under Timing), faults cutting Pleistocene sedi-
ments may record minor Quaternary reactivation. Direct evidence for post-early Miocene, pre-
Quaternary fight-slip is best documented along the Cibola fault in the Trigo Peaks area of western
Arizona [Richard et al., 1992], and along the Packard Well fault (Figures 2 and 5). These NW-
trending faults and the basins between them form a linked array of strike slip and normal faults simi-
lar to the Laguna fault zone, but on a larger scale.
The Cibola fault zone encompasses a series of NW-trending faults the cut through the low divide
between the Trigo Peaks and Trigo Mountains, southwestern Arizona [Richard et al., 1992].
Consistent separation of west-dipping normal faults in the Gould Wash area and east-dipping strati-
graphic contacts in the northern Middle Mountains indicate approximately 7 km of right slip across
the Cibola fault zone. The fault is overlapped by the topographically highest and youngest basin-
f_t g__aUuvium, lithologieally equivalent to the old alluvium (QTs) which overlaps the Packard Well
IStone and Kelley, 1989]. These sediments are probably similar in age to the youngest part of
the Bouse Formation, deposited between -8 and -4 Ma [Metzger et al., 1973; Buising,1990, 1992;
Sherry, and Tosd__, 1_1], _d overlying Colorado River alluvium, which predated the first major
perioa or oowncutting along the lower Colorado River 0VIetzger et al., 1973]. There is no evidence
of significant deformation in the Bouse Formation along the trace of the Cibola-Packard Well fault,
but the data are insufficient to rule out trace slip deformation during deposition of the unit. To the
SE, strike slip on the Cibola fault is transferred to extension on normal faults that bound the Middle
and Castle Dome Mountains [Richard et al., 1992].
9In thePackardWell areabetweentheGraniteandPalenMountains,two moderatelyto steeply
north-dipping,east-trendingfault splaysboundasynclinaliyfoldedsliver of undatedTertiary fan-
glomerate [Stone and Kelly, 1989]. I interpret that minor faulting and apparent rotation of basalt lava
about 4 km south of the Packard Well fault is related to deformation on the Packard Well fault, which
was thus active after 6.2+0.2 [Stone and Pelka, 1989]. Old alluvium (QTs of Stone and Pelka,
1989), typically interpreted to be early Pleistocene or late Pliocene in age in this region [Howard and
Miller, 1992], overlies the fault trace and is not deformed. The Palen Mountains must be translated
about 4.5 km to the SE in order for the southeastern contact of the Cadiz Valley batholith to project
from the western Little Mafia Mountains to the southern Coxcomb Mountains without being exposed
south of the Packard Well fault (Figure 5). However, because the Packard Well fault trends more
easterly than the N'W-trending faults to the north, which are interpreted to parallel the regional shear
.directio.n, it is likely to have a component of contraction. The northerly dip and reverse separation on
me northern tault, and folding of the fanglomemte between the northern and southern splays of the
Packard Well fault are consistent with contraction, which reduces the strike slip necessary to fit the
southeastern contact of the Cadiz Valley batholith between the Palen and Granite Mountains, particu-
larly if the contact dips to the south. A total slip of 2.5 krn in a N'W direction parallel to the inferred
shear direction (145°), partitioned into 2.3 km of right slip and .9 km of contraction has been recon-
structed across the Packard Well fault.
Relatively minor NW-trending high-angle faults exist NE of the Cibola-Packard Well fault.
Right separation across these faults could be due to either fight slip or normal slip (see Table i and
Figure 2), and the time of movement is poorly bracketed [Howard and Miller, 1992], so that inter-
pretation of the slip distribution on these faults is somewhat arbitrary. Breccia deposits, similar to
those underlying the 6.2 Ma basalts in the northern Palen Mountains, are cut by NW-trending high
angle faults in the Iron Mountains [Nfiller and Howard, 1985] and McCoy Mountains [Stone and
Pelka,1989] and are present between the Big and Little Maria Mountains [Stone, 1990]. Negative
gravity anomalies suggest the presence of young basins under the Palo Verde Valley and between the
McCoy, Palen and Coxcomb Mountains. In the reconstruction, 9 km total right slip on the Cibola
and Laguna fault systems, along with 4 km of extension that is geometrically allowable through the
southeastern boundary of the rotating eastern Transwerse Ranges, has been transferred by extension
in the the Palo Verde Valley and between the McCoy, Palen and Coxcomb Mountains to fight slip
faults in the southeastern Mojave Desert. This style of deformation is similar to that proposed along
the Laguna fault system, but on a larger scale. The distribution of Oligoeene-early Miocene tufts and
the boundary of thick volcanic sections in western Arizona (Figure 10) rules out the existance of
other large strike slip faults in western Arizona. The total 13 km fight slip NE of the Sheep Hole
fault is the maximum amount of right slip that can be accommodated in this region without necessitat-
hag the existence of unrecognized faults in western Arizona or producing major overlaps in recon-
structing the region between the Salton Creek-Aztec Mine fault and the Colorado River.
Pinto Mountain fault
The Pinto Mountain fault [Hill, 1928] bounds the northern edge of the eastern Transverse
Ranges. Pleistocene fanglomerates along the western part of the fault are displaced about 9 km in a
left-lateral sense from their sources [Dibblee, 1967; Grimes, 1987; Bacheller, 1978; Howard, pers.
comm., 1992], while basement rocks are separated 19_+3 km in a left-lateral sense in the Twentyrtine
Palms area [Dibblee, 1982; Baeheller, 1978] (Figure 1 la, Table 1). Just east of Twentynine Palms,
the Pinto Mountain fault intersects the Mesquite fault and several other NW-trending, right-lateral
faults that form prominent lineaments in the basin area north of the Pinto Mountains. These faults
both offset and are offset by the Pinto Mountain fault, suggesting that at least some of their dis-
placement has been coeval [Baeheller, 1978; Dibblee, 1982, 1992a]. South of the intersection, uplift
of Twentyrdne Palms Mountain by eastward thrusting on the southern continuation of the Mesquite
fault absorbs some of the slip on the Pinto Mountain fault [K. A. Howard, pers. comm., 1991].
The Pinto Mountain fault bifurcates into several strands in the vicinity of this intersection, all of
which show right separations across the NW-trending faults. East of the Valley Mountain fault at the
eastern edge of the intersection zone there is no surface expression of the Pinto Mountain fault north
of the range front, except for one ridge of possible old alluvium [Howard and Allen, 1988] north of
the eastern Pinto Mountains. Southward offset of the Pinto Mountains range front across the inter-
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sectionwith theMesquiteLake-ValleyMountainfaultsystemindicatesthatdevelopmentof therange
frontpredatesthemostrecentdisplacementonthesefaults. The continuity of the Sheep Hole and
Coxcomb Mountains across the eastern projection of the Pinto Mountain fault requires that the dis-
placement is 0 Inn at the eastern end of the fault [Hope, 1966; Powell, 1981a].
Before proceeding with the middle Miocene .res.o..nWuction, Quate .mary.displ.acement. on thePinto
Mountain fault must be reconstructed. Scarps m alluvmm and recent selsrme aeUvaty m_cates that
the Mesquite Lake fault and faults to the west are presently active [Dibble.e,. 1967, 1968; .Beeby an.d
Hill, 1975; McJunken, 1980]. Because there is no evidence for recent activity east of the mterseelaon
with the Mesquite Lake-Valley Mountain fault zone, and the fault cannot extend east of the eastern
end of the Pinto Mountains [Hope, 1966], 9 km of slip on the Pinto Mountain fault requires some
combination of extension north of the fault and contraction south of the fault. Recent documentation
of reverse faulting along the southeastern continuation of the Mesquite Lake fault into the Pinto
Mountains [K. A. Howard, pets. eomm, 1991] suggest that left slip is transferred to thrusting at the
intersection with the NW-trending Mesquite Lake-Valley Mountain fault system, in a manner analo-
gous to the intersection of the Garlock and Death Valley fault zones [BacheUer, 1978; Spencer,
1990]. The Mesquite Lake-Valley Mountain fault system offsets the Pinto Mountain fault by 3-3.5
km to the right [BaeheUer, 1978]. The Pinto Mountain and Mesquite Lake-Valley Mountain faults
have thus been reconstructed by unslipping the Mesquite Lake-Valley Mountain faults to straighten
the trace of the Pinto Mountain fault, and by unslipping 9 km of contraction on two thrust faults-the
mapped southern Mesquite Lake reverse fault and a second, older, reverse fault hypothesized at the
intersection of the Valley Mountain fault with the Pinto Mountain fault.
This reconstruction predicts 10_+3 km of pre-Quatemary left slip on the central Pinto Mountain
fault, which must deerease to 0 km at its eastern end. The Pinto Mountain fault truncates NW-
trending right slip faults in the Mojave Desert north of the eastern Transverse Ranges. As discussed
below, this east-trending fault formed the boundary between the rotating eastern Transverse Ranges
and non-rotating Mojave Desert region during late Miocene time. The geometry in Figure 1 le shows
that along such a boundary, left slip will increase from 0 at the eastern termination westward to some
maximum value that is a function of the amount of rotation (equations in Figure 1 lb). As discussed
below, a 39 ° rotation of the eastern Transverse Ranges would produce 9.8 km of left slip across the
Pinto Mountain fault at Copper Mountain, a value close to the geologically estimated slip.
Eastern Transverse Ranges
Two lines of evidence, one paleomagnetic, the other geologic, indicate that the eastern
Transverse Ranges have been rotated approximately 40 ° clockwise since the late Miocene.
Paleomagnetie data summarized above indicate 41° of clockwise rotation of the Pinto and Eagle
Mountains blocks between ~ 10 and 4.5 Ma. Data from the Orocopia Mountains are consistent with
this clockwise rotation. Interpretation that the entire eastern Transverse Range domain has rotated as
a series of rigid fault-bounded blocks requires that the deeliuation anomalies determined from areally
restricted volcanic rocks represent rotation of entire mountain-range-scale blocks. The continuity of
the linear, east-west trending faults bounding the major blocks that make up the eastern Transverse
Ranges and the continuity of structures mapped by Powell [1981a, 1982] within these blocks both
support this interpretation.
The second line of evidence for rotation is based on consideration of the geometry of the interac-
tion of NW-trending faults in the southeastern Mojave Desert with the east-trending Pinto Mountain
fault. Based on geologic evidence, the total right slip on the five faults which interact with the Pinto
Mountain fault between Copper Mountain and the eastern termination of the Pinto Mountain fault
(Calico, Pisgah-Bullion, Delta, Cleghom Pass, Cleghom Lakes, Figure 1 la) ranges between 30.4
and 57.9 km (Table 2a) [Dokka and Travis, 1990a; Howard and Miller, 1992; Jagiello et al., 1992].
Paleomagnetie evidence discussed above indicates that the blocks between the NW-trending faults
have not rotated. Figure lib describes the geometric and trigonometric relationships for regional de-
formation by systems of strike-slip faults [Garfunkel and Rort, 1985]. Given the measured fault
displacements, the width of the domains over which the NW- and west-trending faults are dis-
tributed, and the present angles between the faults and domain boundaries, the trigonometric rela-
tionships allow calculation of the amount of rotation (Table 2b). As can be seen in Table 2b, there is
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no rotation that will produce the observed slips on the fault systems if the eastern boundary (Sheep
Hole fault) remains rigid. Either the rotation is -20 ° and slip on the NW-trending faults is -18 krn,
or slip on the Pinto Mountain fault is ~ 11 kin, and slip on west-trending faults in the eastern
Transverse Ranges is -55 kin. Both of these cases require some estimated slip or rotation values to
be greatly in error.
The measured fault slip and paleomagnetically determined rotation can be reconciled ff the eastern
boundary of the rotating domain (the Sheep Hole fault) rotates slightly during the deformation. A
line drawn between the northeastern comer of the Eagle Mountains and the easternmost part of the
Chuckwalla Mountains trends N 153 ° E, about 15 ° more southerly than the Sheep Hole fault; such a
change is strike is necessary in order for the Sheep Hole fault to project on the SW side of the
Coxcomb Mountains. The Sheep Hole fault is interpreted to have been originally straight, and the
change in strike is attributed to rigid body rotation of the entire eastern Transverse Ranges block
along with its eastern boundary. A 39 ° rotation of the eastern Transverse Ranges, accommodated by
15° of rigid body rotation, and 24 ° of rotation associated with slip on west-trending faults (Figure
1 le) produces a best fit to the fault slip estimates, and lies within the error margin of the paleomag-
netically determined rotation (Table 2b).
The similarity of rocks across the Sheep Hole fault between the Sheep Hole, Coxcomb and Pinto
Mountains indicates that this juncture may be considered fixed relative to the rotating blocks, consis-
tent with the termination of the Pinto Mountain fault. No right slip has been reconstructed on the
Sheep Hole fault NW of its intersection with the original Pinto Mountain fault (compare Figures 7a
and b). This results in 4.5 km of left slip between the eastern Pinto Mountains and Sheep Hole
Mountains. If some of the allowed fight slip NE of the Sheep Hole fault is partitioned to this fault,
no slip would be necessary at its intersection with the Pinto Mountain fault, but this would require
additional extension to the SE in a transfer zone linking this slip to the present trace of the San
Andreas fault. As mentioned previously, the assignment of relatively small slip to individual faults
northeast of the Sheep Hole fault is somewhat arbitrary.
The pivot point for the late rigid body rotation is located near the pass between the Eagle and
Coxcomb Mountains. The rigid body rotation of the eastern Transverse Ranges results in extension
to produce the basins indicated by negative gravity anomalies in the Chuckwalla Valley, Palo Verde
Valley, Milpitas Wash Basin, and the unnamed basin west of the Little Mule Mountains (Figure 2).
The arcuate Mammoth Wash-Black Eagle Mine and Vinagre Wash fault systems form the boundary
of this rotating and extending domain, allowing differential rotation in a manner analagous to that ob-
served across listrie normal faults (c.f. Wernicke and Burchfiel, 1982). This model also predicts that
the Pinto Mountain fault was active longer than other east-trending faults in the eastern Transverse
Ranges ff the rigid body rotation phase occurs at the end of the deformation event.
Because the bounding faults between the Salton Creek Fault-Aztec Mine Wash fault and Pinto
Mountain fault are all parallel, accommodation of the rotation requires that the faults and the rocks
adjacent to the faults have rotated by the same amount, and that all the faults must have been simulta-
neously active [Garfunkel and Ron, 1985]. At present, only faults north of the Chiriaco fault are in-
terpreted to be active, and the faults apparently become more active (or more recently active) to the
north [Fuis et al., 1977; Powell, 1981a]. This discrepancy between the timing of recent activity on
these faults and the evidence for rotation can be reconciled if the faults have a two stage history of
movement (see discussion of timing below).
The southeastern boundary the rotating eastern Transverse Ranges has been placed within the
Chocolate Mountains and Little Chuckwalla Mountains. Mesozoic structures east of this boundary
region (Chocolate Mountains thrust [Dillon et al., 1990] and Mule Mountains thrust [Tosdal, 1990])
are not rotated relative to outcrops of the same structures further east. The Salton Wash-Aztec Mine
Wash fault (Figure 2) is parallel to other east-trending left-lateral faults in the eastern Transverse
Ranges, indicating that this fault and the rocks adjacent to it have rotated the same amount as the rest
of the eastern Transverse Ranges. The geology of the central and western Chocolate Mountains,
Little Chuekwalla and Little Mule Mountains is too poorly known to allow a detailed reconstruction
of late Miocene deformation in this area. I have arbitrarily split the Little Chuckwalla Mountains
along a NW-trending fault in the central part of the range (shown in the southeastern corner of
Powell's [ 198 la] map of the region), and broken the Chocolate Mountains into three pieces along
major washes that split the range. These pieces have been placed in the reconstruction as dictated by
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their relationshipto adjacentranges.Theyareshownmostlyto demonstratethatunacceptableover-
lap isnotrequiredin this region. Fourkm of extensionacrossthis zonehasalsobeenreconstructed
to accommodatextensionin thevalleybetweenthePalenandCoxcombMountainsandright slip in
theCadiz Valley; any fight-slip on the Sheep Hole fault or faults in Dry Lakes Valley would also
have to be transferred SW through this boundary region. The actual geologic relationships in this
region are surely much more complicated and their elucidation will serve as a test of the reconstruc-
tion proposed here.
At the NW edge of the domain, the reconstruction predicts a large overlap between the western
Pinto Mountains and San Bernardino Mountains. This overlap is a result of the non-rotation of the
San Bernardino Mountains and the absence of recognized late Miocene right-slip faults west of the
Camp Rock fault. The overlap requires the existence of late Miocene thrust faults that lose displace-
ment eastward. The Squaw Peak thrust system of Meisling and Weldon [1989] is a candidate for
such a thrust; the early uplift of the San Bernardino Mountains may in part accommodate the rotation
of the Pinto Mountains. Some clockwise rotation of the San Bemardino Mountains or the presence
of late Miocene right slip faults in the eastern part of the range would reduce the amount of contrac-
tion required. Because of difficulties in reconstructing the Quaternary deformation around the west-
ern Pinto Mountains, the relationships here are only schematic, but some contraction between the
Pinto and San Bemardino Mountains seems required.
I have used slip estimates for faults of the eastern Transverse Ranges from Hope [1966] and
Powell [198 la]. The Salton Wash and Aztec Mine Wash faults have been treated as continuous
structures (after Powell, 198 la). Several faults in the eastern Transverse Ranges with several km of
separation attributed to left-slip are not continuous across the entire domain. In order to maintain
material continuity slip on these faults has been linked with other faults to cress the entire domain as
indicated in Figure 2. Some of this linkage must be by distributed deformation because lithologie
units can be mapped across the trace of the faults (e.g. Smoke Tree Wash and Victory Pass faults in
the Hexie and Eagle Mountains [Powell, 1981a]). Some Quaternary disruption of the east-trending
faults in the central eastern Transverse Ranges also appears possible.
TIMING
There K-At dates as young as 10+2 Ma have been obtained from basalt lavas in the eastern
Transverse Ranges that record the full rotation observed [Carter et al., 1987]. 4.5 Ma basalt between
the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains appear to overlap the trace of the Sheep Hole fault, and paleo-
magnetic data indicate that these basalt lavas are not rotated [Carter et al., 1987; B. Adams, written
comm., 1990]. Basalt lava in the northern Palen Mountains with a clockwise declination anomaly of
31°+11 ° have yielded a K-At apparent age of 6.4+0.2 Ma, indicating that the Packard Well fault was
active after this time (see above). Dokka and Travis [1990a] report that movement on the Calico
fault, interpreted to have been active during rotation of the eastern Transverse Ranges, post-dates de-
position of the Barstow Formation, which ended after 13.4+.2 lvia [MacFadden et al., 1990].
Rotation of the eastern Transverse Ranges is thus interpreted to have oecurr_ between 10_+2 and
4.5+.2 Ma.
The timing of movement on other faults in SE California is based on establishing the age of
mostly unfossilfferous, unconsolidated to moderately indurated alluvium cut by the faults. Howard
and Miller [1992] interpret that faults in Cadiz and Dry Lake Valleys, and the Sheep Hole and
Bullion Mountains cut alluvium they interpret to be as young as early Pleistocene. Clasts in lower
Pleistocene alluvium may be separated by up to 2 km from sources NE of the Sheep Hole fault
[Jagiello et al., 1992]. Otherwise the magnitude and sense of Pliocene or Pleistocene movement on
these faults is unknown.
The Pinto Mountain fault is presently active west of its intersection with the active Mesquite
Lake-Valley Mountain fault system (see discussion of Pinto Mountain fault above) [Hope, 1966;
BacheUer, 1978; Powell, 1981a]. Other NW-trending faults in the Mojave Desert west of the
Mesquite Lake-Valley Mountain fault system, and east-krending faults in the eastern Transverse
Ranges north of the Chiriaeo fault are also apparently active [Fuis et al., 1977; Powell, 1981a].
Direct evidence of significant Quaternary movement has been found only along the Pinto Mountain
and Mesquite Lake faults [Dibblee, 1968; BacheUer, 1978].
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Thediscrepancybetweenthetiming of rotationin theeasternTransverse Ranges and the youth-
fulness on some,but not all, of the east-trending faults in the eastern Transverse Ranges can be rec-
onciled by a two-stage deformation history, similar to that documented in the adjacent San
Bernardino Mountains [Meisling and Weldon, 1989]. Between ~10 and 4.5 Ma, east-trending faults
in the eastern Transverse Ranges, and NW trending faults in the Mojave Desert were active as the
eastern Transverse Ranges were rotate and translated slightly to the NE. This deformation accom-
panied movement on the San Gabriel fault to the west, extension in the proto-Gulf of California to
the south, and thrusting in the southern San Bernardino Mountains (Squaw Peak thrust of Meisling
and Weldon [ 1989]). Erosion and sedimentation during a hiatus between -4.5 and - 1.5 Ma obliter-
ated the surface traces of these faults. Deformation starting - 1.5 Ma accompanied renewed thrusting
in the San Bemardino Mountains and a general shift to contraction in the western and central
Transverse Ranges. Quaternary displacement on the Pinto Mountain fault accumulated during this
episode. Minor reactivation of older strike-slip and normal faults in the eastern Transverse Ranges
and Mojave Desert is responsible for the surficial deformation observed there. This two-stage de-
formation history is used as a working hypothesis in this paper.
DISCUSSION
Normal faults of Late Cretaceous [Haxel et al, 1985] and Tertiary age [Crowell, 1975; Haxel and
Dillon, 1978; Frost et al., 1982; Goodmaeher et al., 1989; Jacobson, 1990] bound the Orocopia
schist on the north side of the Chocolate Mountains anticlinorium. The reconstruction suggests that a
system of normal faults, possibly of diverse ages, bounds the Orocopia Schist on the north in the
eastern Chocolate Mountains, continues west into the Orocopia Mountains, and thence across the
San Andreas fault as the San Francisquito fault. The normal fault systems proposed west of the San
Andreas fault by Tennyson [ 1989] and Boharmon [1975] would thus continue eastward across the
northern end of the Chocolate Mountains, to link with the Gatuna breakaway zone in the Picacho
area [Tosdal and Sherrod, 1985; Sherrod et al., 1987] (Figure 8). The volcanic rocks in the northern
Chocolate Mountains, Orocopia, Little Mule, Palo Verde and along the southern side of the Little
Chuckwalla Mountains occupy the hanging wall of this fault system. Jurassic(?) and Cretaceous
supraerustal rocks that crop out below the Tertiary section in the vicinity of the Chocolate Mountains
anticlinorium in the Pieaeho area, Middle Mountains and Castle Dome Mountains may have been
preserved in a half graben bounded on the south by Late Cretaceous or early Tertiary faults in this
system [Richard, 1989].
The continuity of structures along the Chocolate Mountains antielinorium and the distribution of
early Miocene ash flow tufts in southwestern Arizona preclude the existence of large strike-slip faults
of post Oligocene age east of the eastern Transverse Ranges. Based on evidence summarized here,
the total fight slip NE of the Sheep Hole Fault is less than 14 kin. Dokka and Travis [1990a] inter-
preted that faults in the Mojave Desert that project into or east of the Sheep Hole fault (their Ludlow,
Broadwell Lake, Bristol Mountains and Granite Mountains faults) have 37.5 kra of right slip. This
magnitude of slip cannot be reconciled with geologic relationships in southwestern Arizona, and
transfer of this slip across southeastern California to the San Andreas fault requires significant NW-
SE extension between the Chocolate Mountains and Pinto Mountain fault, for which there is no evi-
dence.
As reconstructed here, the middle Miocene Clemens Well fault in the Orocopia Mountains trends
east towards Arizona. The same early Miocene features that limit late Miocene strike slip in the re-
gion apply to proposed early Miocene strike slip [Smith, 1977; Powell, 1981a; Powell and Weldon,
1992, Matti and Morton, in press] on this fault as well. About 100 krn of right slip documented on
the central San Andreas fault between 20-17 and 12-13 Ma [Graham et al., 1989; Powell and
Weldon, 1992 and references therein] needs to be accounted for in southern California. The diffi-
culty in accommodating Otis slip using the Clemens Well fault in southeastern California and SW
Arizona requires consideration of other possibilities. Field evidence for large slip on the Clemens
Well fault in the Orocopia Mountains needs to be carefully reviewed. If large slip can be demon-
strated, then somehow this slip must be transferred to the Salton Trough by unrecognized structures
in the Chocolate Mountains. If the field relations do not require large slip, the possibility needs to be
considered that art early Miocene strike slip fault lay on the west side of the San Gabriel Mountains,
or that a significant component of early strike slip on the central San Andreas was a result of rotation
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of the western Transverse Ranges [Hornafius, 1985] in a manner analogous to the right slip faults
north of the Pinto Mountain fault.
The model proposed here also predicts that a line drawn along the southwestern boundary of the
reconstruction between the western tip of the Pinto Mountains and the southern tip of the Cargo
Muchacho Mountains changes in length from 170 to 225 kin, and rotates clockwise by 14 °. Thus,
slip estimates for the San Andreas fault that match rocks across the fault from the Pinto Mountains
should be 40-50 km different from estimates based on matching rocks from the eastern Chocolate
Mountains. These changes in the geometry of the rocks NE of the San Andreas fault will have a
significant impact on reconstnlctions across the San Andreas system. As an example, the sketch in
Figure 12 indicates how the San Gabriel-Liebre Mountain block can be restored along this boundary
to match rock units both north and south of the Clemens Well fault without major strike slip on this
fault. This figure is presented to suggest the possibility of new cross-San Andreas reconstructions
extending this model. The complexities of discussing such reconstructions in detail is beyond the
scope of this paper.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. Regional location map. Abbreviations are as follows: MD- Mojave Desert; ECSZ-eastem California shear
zone; MFTB-Maria Fold and thrust belt; WDF-Whipple Detachment fault system; CMA-Chocolate Mountains
Anticlinodum; SGF-San Gabriel fault; SAF-San Andrcas Fault; ETR-eastem Transverse Ranges.
Figure 2. Reconstruction base map, showing fault an-ay deduced from gravity and geologic maps. Locations of known
or suspected faults in Little Chuckwalla and western Chocolate Mountains area are indicated schematically (based
on interpretation of Landsat satellite imagery, geologic reconnaissance, Murray et al. [1980], and Powell
[1981a]). Other sources are listed in Table 1; abbreviations for fault names are keyed to Table 1. Diagonal rul-
ing indicates location of negative gravity anomalies greater than 25 mgal from Mariano et al. [1986].
Figure 3. Map showing location of geographic features referred to in text.
Figure 4. Generalized geologic map of the region NE of the San Andreas Fault in southeastern California and adjacent
Arizona. Data from Calzia et al. [1986]; Crower [1975]; Dillon [1975]; Murray et al. [1980]; Power [1981a,
1982]; Reynolds [1988]; and Stone and Pelka [1989].
Figure 5. Geologic map of Palen Pass area. Generalized from Stone and Pelka [1989]. Dashed fault cutting basalt in
west-central part of map is inferred from change in elevation of the base of the basalt and breccia units, and pro-
jection of a fault mapped in pre-Tertiary rocks by Stone and Pelka [1989].
Figure 6. Paleomagnedc data from the lower Colorado River region. Data are site means; secular variation has not
been averaged. Sources are indicated by the numbers in parenthesis: (1) Costello [1985]; (2) Veseth [1985]; (3)
Butterworth [1984]; (4) Calderone and Butler [1984]; (5) Callian [1984].
Figure 7a. Palinspsstic reconstruction of southeastern California and adjacent Arizona for middle Miocene time. Shaded
areas are present mountain range blocks shown in Figures I and 2. Dashed lines outline blocks bounded by faults
shown in Figure 2.
Figure 7b. Pliocene configuration of blocks indicated in figure 7a. Gaps indicate regions that have undergone exten-
sion. Overlaps indicate regions that have undergone conwaction. Overlaps in the Cibola fault area and eastern
Chocolate Mountains are largely due to reconstruction of distributed deformation using a few discrete faults.
Quaternary deformation in the Pinto Mountains area has been reconstructed as discussed in the text.
Figure 8. Geologic map of the Chocolate Mountsins-Castle Dome Mountains region. Compiled from Dillon [1975];
Haxel [1977]; Sherrod and Tosdal [1991]; Richard [in press and unpublished data]; and Grubensky and Haxel [in
press].
Figure 9. Generalized structures along the Chocolate Mountains anticlinorium
Figure 10. Distribution of major ash flow tufts in SW Arizona. Data from Gmbensky and Bagby [1990], Sherrod and
Tosdal [ 1991], and Richard [in press and unpublished].
Figure 11. a) Geography and faults in the Twentynine Palms area. Numbers indicate the location of offset markers
across Pinto Mountain fault (see Table 1) b) Trigonometry of relationships at intersection of the Mojave Desert
and Eastern Transverse Range domains, c) Abstract block geometry and reeonsu_ction ofsRp on faults between
Copper Mountain and the Sheep Hole fault. The actual fault pattern is much mote complex with transfer of slip
between curviplanar faults. Only east-a'euding faults in the eastern part of the eastern Transverse Ranges are
shown here. The heavy lines indicate faults active during two stages of rotation, fhst rotating 24 ° while all faults
are active, followed by 15° rotation while only the Blue Cut, Ivanhoe and Pinto Mountain faults are active. Note
that the Sheep Hole fault terminates at its original intersection with the Pinto Mountain fault, and after 39 ° of ro-
tation about 3.5 km of left slip accumulate north of the f'mal intersection.
Figure 12. Sketch reconstruction of Southeastern California at 10 Ma. A clockwise rotation of 10° of the San Gabriel
block has been reconstructed. Slip on the Squaw Peak thrust [Meisling and Weldon, 1989] is very poorly con-
strained; the gap between the San Bemardino Mountains and Pinto Mountains could be due in part to unrecon-
structed rotation of the San Bemardino Mountains and slip on N-W-trending fight slip faults. The hatched double
line indicates the northern boundary of thick Tertiary volcanic and sedimentary rocks as in Figure 10.
Abbreviations for geographic localities, tectonic blocks and faults: MP-Mount Pinos; FM-Frazier Mountain;
BB-Banning Block; CB--Cucamonga block; LM-Liebre Mountain; SG-San Gabriel Mountains; SFF-San
Francisquito fault; FF-Fenner Fault; CWF-Clemens Well fault. Map based on reconstruction of Figure 7b, and
reconstructions by May [1986], Powell and Weldou [1992], and Matti and Morton [in press]. Geologic data from
these sources and sources listed for Figure 4.
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TABLES
Table 2. Parameters describing geometry of rotation in the eastern Transverse Ranges. Slip and width are in km.
Estimated errors: fault strike: ±3 ° (based on the curvature of the faults); domain width and slip: ±10%. Based on
measurements from Bishop [1964] and Bortugno and Spittler [1986].
Table 2a. Measured orientation, slip and width of domains. Southern only domains includes faults south of the Blue
Cut fault within the eastern Transverse Ranges.
Domain [ fault sldke (°) I min slip I max slip I width
al
I i o.,i io ooNW 143 30.4 57.9 41.7
southern only
EW 87 20.5 21.0 47.0
Table 2b. Calculated rotation and slip. Total slip for NW-trending faults does not include slip on the Sheep Hole
fault. First part of the table shows calculated rotations necessary to match the minimum and maximum slip cri-
teria listed in Table 2a for slip on the EW faults in the eastern Transverse Ranges, and the NW trending faults
north of the Pinto Mountain fault (criteria shown in bold). Slip on other fault systems is calculated based on the
rotation necessary to meet the slip criteria. Values that do not match the geologic estimates are underlined. The
best fit is obtained if the eastern boundary of the domain south of the Blue Cut fault rotates 15° clockwise after
24 ° of clockwise rotation accommodated by all faults in the domain.
total rotation rigid component EW slip
eastern boundaw fixed:
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CV- Cadiz Valley
CDM - Castle Dome Mlz_s.
- Chocolate Mt_s.




CxM - Coxcomb Mt_s.
DRM- Dome Rock Mtns.




GM - Granite Mtns.
GW - Gould Wash
HM - Hexie Mtr,s.
IM - Iron MtT_s.
/W- Indian Wash Basin
KM - Kofa Mt_s.
LCM - Little Chudcwalla Mb'_s.
LMM - Little Maria Mt_s.
LM - Little Mule Ml_s.
LSM - Little S. Bemardino Mt_s.
McM- McCoy Mtns.
MM - Middle M1T_.
MW- Milpitas Wash basin
MuM - Mule Ml_ts.
MwM- Midway Mountain
OM - Orocopia Mlz_s.
PM - Palen M1_s.
PP- Palen Pass
PV - Palo Verde M'o_.






PIM - Pinto Mtns. o 'km ' _)
SlBM - San Bemardlno Mtns.
SHM - Sheep Ho_e Mtns. . ,
i
TM - Tdgo Mt_. ,...... C,_::
TP - Trigo Peaks
MM
Figure 3. Locations referred to in text
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_ Regions that have undergoneextension nd basin formation
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_ McCoy Mtns. Fm.
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S luff of FelipePass
[_ tuff of Ten EweMountain
_ Fe_.ts_ Wash
N limit of thick
Tertiary sec_ons
0 km 20
I , , , , I .... |
l ..._..-
_--__o:,;'_u__'°'_°'°
"_ of rock unitsdefined by distribu_on
A,
BB
I i =w/sin(f-d +r)
If = w / sin (f- d)
total slip on fault array
(using law of sines)
slip - Ii. sin(r) / sin(f-d)
N
total slip on domain boundary: d_ /,_,,
If-I i- w /sin(f-d)-w/sin(f -d+r)
d - domain boundary s_'ike (e. g.
Pinto Mountains fault)
f - strike of non-rotating fault set
(e. g. Mojave Desert northwest-
_'ending faults)
If - final leng_ of intersection
between rotating and non-rotating
domains
li - ini'dallength of intersection
between rotating and non-ro_a_ir'g
clomains
r - rotat:Jon(> 0 clockwise)











Figure 12. Sketch reconstruction of
Southeastern California, 10 Ma
S. M. Richard 911992
